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(57) ABSTRACT

According to one embodiment, an availability analysis tool
includes executablecode that is operable to calculatean avail-
ability value for a system having a number of operational
units.The executablecodemay receiveoneormore reliability
metrics for each operational unit and designate one or more
reliability metrics for at least spare unit associated with the
operational unit to be similar to the one or more reliability
metrics. An availability value for the system may be calcu-
lated according to the reliability metrics of the operational
unit and its associated at least one hot or cold spare unit. The
executable code may then output this calculated availability
value to the user interface.
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AVAILABILITYANALYSIS TOOL

GOVERNMENT RIGHTS

This invention was made with Government support under
contract number 95-C-5052 awarded by the Malta Program.
The Government has certain rights in this invention.

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE DISCLOSURE

This disclosure generally relates to availability analysis,
and more particularly to an availability analysis tool and
method of operating the same.

BACKGROUND OF THE DISCLOSURE

System availability generally describes whether a system
can perform its intended function. The system may include
any type ofequipment that is configured to provide a purpose
and may be, for example, a computer or a network of com-
puters.

SUMMARY OF THE DISCLOSURE

According to one embodiment, an availability analysis tool
includes executable code that can calculate an availability
value for a system that has a number ofoperational units. The
executable code may receive one or more reliability metrics
for each operational unit. One ormore reliability metrics for
at least one spare unit associated with the operational unit
may be designated to be similar to the one ormore reliability
metrics. An availability value for the system may be calcu-
lated according to the reliability metrics of the operational
unit and its associated at least one hot or cold spare unit. The
executable code may then output this calculated availability
value to the user interface.
Some embodiments ofthe disclosuremay provide numer-

ous technical advantages. For example, one embodiment of
the availability analysis tool is operable to designate that
reliability metrics of spareunits are similar to reliability met-
rics ofoperational units associatedwith the spareunits. Spare
units may be substantially similar to their associated opera-
tional units, so designating similar reliabilitymetrics for both
types of units may reduce the burden of manual entry and
reduce processing load.
Someembodimentsmay benefit from some, none, or all of

these advantages. Other technical advantagesmay be readily
ascertained by one ofordinary skill in the art.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

A more complete understanding of embodiments of the
disclosure will be apparent from the detailed description
taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings in
which:
FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing one embodiment of an

availability analysis tool according to the teachings of the
present disclosure;
FIGS. 2A through 2D Show several examples of Markov

diagrams that represent operational unit/spare unit combina-
tions of the system ofFIG. 1;
FIG. 3 is an example ofa matrix that may be generated by

the availability analysis tool ofFIG. 1;
FIG. 4 is a screenshot ofone embodiment ofa samemean

time between failure (MTBF)window that may be displayed
on a user interface by the availability analysis tool ofFIG. 1;
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2
FIG. 5 is a screenshot of one embodiment of a different

mean time between failure window that may be displayed on
the user interface by the availability analysis tool ofFIG. 1;
and
FIG. 6 is a flowchart showing one example of a series of

actions that may beperformedby the availability analysis tool
ofFIG. 1.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXAMPLE
EMBODIMENTS OF THE DISCLOSURE

System availability generally refers to the probability that
a system is in an operable condition. Statistical modeling
processes have been developedto analyze system availability.
Availability analysis tools implementing these known statis-
tical modeling processes, however, are generally difficult to
use.
FIG. 1 shows one embodiment of an availability analysis

tool 10 that may be used to calculate an availability value for
a system 21. The system 21 may be any device, such as an
electrical, a computing, or a mechanical system. The system
21 may have a number of operational units 22 and a number
of spare units 23 associatedwith the operational units 22.An
operational unit/spare unit combination 28 comprises an
operational unit 22 and its associated one ormore spareunits
23.An operational unit 22may comprise oneormore devices
that enable operationofthe system 21.An operational unit 22
may be, for example, a power supply, a processor, a mass
storage system, a random access memory (RAM) bank, or
other devices used by the system 21.
A spare unit 23 may be any suitable device that can func-

tion in place of its associated operational unit 22. The design
ofa spareunit 23maybe similar to the designofits associated
operational unit 22. Thus, the spare unit 23 may have operat-
ing characteristics that are similar to the characteristics of its
associated operational unit 22. The availability analysis tool
10 may use the similarity of the characteristics to calculate
availability, whichmay simplify user entry and reduce calcu-
lation burden upon the computing system 12 in certain
embodiments.
In one embodiment, the operational unit/spare unit combi-

nations 28may be grouped in oneormore subsystems 30. For
example, the system 21may be a computer network incorpo-
rating a number of subsystems 30, such as one or more per-
sonal computers or one or more network nodes that may
include routers, network switches, or hubs.
Availability analysis tool 10 is executable on a computing

system 12 coupled to a user interface 14 that transmits and
receives information to and from a user. The availability
analysis tool 10 generally includes a display generator 16, a
matrix generator 18, and an availability calculator 20.
Computing system 12may be any suitable type ofcomput-

ing system having one ormore processors that is operable to
execute instructions stored in a memory. Computing system
12may be a network coupled computing system or a stand-
alone computing system. In one embodiment, a stand-alone
computer system may be any suitable computing system,
such as a personal computer, laptop computer, ormainframe
computer. In another embodiment, a network computing sys-
tem may be a number ofcomputer systems coupled together
via a network, such as a local area network (LAN), a metro-
politan areanetwork (MAN), or awide area network (WAN).
A network computing system may enable the user interface
14 configured on one computing system to access the avail-
ability analysis tool 10 implemented on another computing
system.
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The availability analysis tool 10 can receive reliability
metrics for each of a number of operational units 22, desig-
nate that reliability metrics for spare units 23 are similar to
reliability metrics of operational units associated with the
spare units 23, calculate an availability value from the reli-
ability metrics, and output the calculated availability value to
the user interface 14.
The display generator 16may be used to create, modify,

and/or delete information displayed at user interface 14.The
information may describe operational units 22 and/or spare
units 23, and may include operational characteristics and/or
other alpha-numeric values. The display generator 16 may
include a text editor for entry ormodification ofinformation.
The matrix generator 18 generates a matrix ofvalues. The

matrix may be used to calculate an availability value accord-
ing to a Markov process technique. A Markov process gen-
erally describes a stochastic process involving a number of
states in which units of a system may exist at any one given
time. A matrix of values indicates the probability of opera-
tional unit/spare unit combinations 28 in the system 21 tran-
sitioning from one state to another.
The availability calculator 20 calculates an availability

value based on probability values stored in the matrix. The
availability calculator 20 receives reliability metrics for the
operational units 22 and their associated spare units 23 from
the matrix generator 18 and calculates the availability value
according to these reliability metrics. The availability calcu-
lator 20 may then output the availability value to the user
interface 14.
In one embodiment, the display generator 16,matrix gen-

erator 18,and availability calculator20may beprovided as an
executable spreadsheet program that receives reliability met-
rics from the user interface 14 and calculates an availability
value according to the reliability metrics. The user interface
14may include a display, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT)or
liquid crystal display (LCD), that candisplay a graphical user
interface (GUI).
FIGS. 2A through 2D Show several examples of Markov

diagrams 128 that represent operational unit/spare unit com-
binations 28.The diagrams 128describe aparticular relation-
ship ofan operational unit 22 to one ormore spare units 23.
Circles represent the possible states in which the opera-

tional unit/spare unit combination 28 may exist. The opera-
tional unit/spare unit combination 28 generally includes an
operational unit 22 (“O”), andmay include ahot spareunit 23
(“H”) and/or a cold spare unit 23 (“C”).An operational unit
(“O”), hot spare unit (“H”), and/or cold spare unit (“C”) that
has failed is designated by underlining its symbol (“O”), (“
H”), and/or (“C”), respectively. Arrows leading from one
Eircle to another—include a statistical probability ofmovement
from one state to another and may include variables, such as
a failure rate (A), a mean time to swap value (111), and amean
time to fix value (LIZ).
Diagram 128a represents a 1 for 1 relationship inwhich no

spare unit 23 exists. Diagram 1281) represents a 2 for 1 rela-
tionship inwhich the operationalunit (“O”) is associatedwith
one cold spare unit (“C”) that is in a “cold standby” state.
Diagram 1280 represents 2 for 1 relationship in which the
operational unit (“O”) is associated with one hot spare unit
(“H”) that is in a “hot standby” state. Diagram 128d repre-
sents a 3 for 1 relationship inwhich the operational unit (“O”)
is associatedwith a cold spareunit (“C”) and a hot spare unit
(“H”) in a “cold standby” state and a “hot standby” state,
respectively.
Other combinations of operational unit/spare unit combi-

nations 28 may be utilized with the availability analysis tool
10 according to the teachings of the present disclosure.
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4
FIG. 3 shows one example of a matrix 68 that may be

generated by the matrix generator 18.Matrix 68 is based on
operational unit/spare unit combination 280 in which the
operational unit 22 and its associated spareunit 23 is in a 2 for
1 relationship and the spareunit 23 is in a “hot standby” state.
Other matrices similar to matrix 68 may be created for each
operational unit/spare unit combination 28 described above.
FIG. 4 shows one embodiment of a same mean time

between failure (MTBF)window 24 that may be generatedby
the display generator 16 on the user interface 14. The same
mean time between failure window 24 may be selected for
view by selection ofone ofanumber oftabs 26 configured on
the user interface 14.
The samemean time between failure window 24may ana-

lyze a system in which the spare units 23 have similar reli-
ability metrics the reliability metrics of their associated
operational units 22. The reliability metrics may include a
mean time between failure (MTBF)value, mean time to swap
(MTTS)value,meantime to repair (MTTR)value, mean time
to fix (MTTF) value, and a serial/parallel repairman value.
Operational unit/spare unit combination rows 28 describe

the reliability metrics ofthe operational unit/spare unit com-
binations 28 and have reliability metric fields 32. Reliability
metric fields 32 may include an operational unit field 32a, a
hot spare field 32b, and a cold spare field 320, a mean time to
failure field 32d, a mean time to swap field 32e, a mean time
to replace field 32], a repairman field 32g, and amean time to
fix field 32h.
The operational unit field 32a, hot spare field 32b, and cold

spare field 320 generally describe the relationship of the
operational unit 22 to its one or more respective spare units
23. The operational unit field 3211 indicates the quantity of
operational units 22 configured in the system. The hot spare
field 32b indicates the quantity, if any, ofhot spareunits 23.A
hot spareunit 23 remains powered on during operation ofthe
system and is available for automatic switchover ifits respec-
tive operational unit 22 fails. The cold spare field 320 indi-
cates the quantity, if any, ofcold spare units 23.A cold spare
unit 23 is available for manual replacement of its respective
operational unit 22.
The mean time between failure field 32d describes a mean

time between failure value for the operational unit/spare unit
combination 28. The mean time between failure value gener-
ally describes an estimated average time that the unit can be
expected to functionwithout failure. The mean time between
failurevaluemay be calculatedfromthe failurerate oftheunit
ormay be statistically determined.
Themean time to swap field 32e describes an average time

required for the spareunit 23 to begin functioning in the event
that its respective operational unit 22 ceases to function. The
repairman field 32g indicates whether repair work is per-
formed in a serial fashion (“S”) or in a parallel fashion (“P”).
Themean time to fix field 32h describes an average amount of
elapsed time required to fix a failed operational unit 22 or
spare unit 23.
An individual availability executionbutton 34 and a system

availability execution button 36 may be used to invoke the
matrix generator 18 and availability calculator 20 to perform
an availability analysis. If the individual availability execu-
tion button 34 is selected after selecting a particular unit
availability field 40, availability values may be calculated for
that operational unit/spare unit combination 28. The result is
then displayed in unit availability field 40 corresponding to
the operational unit/spare unit combinations 28. Ifthe avail-
ability all executionbutton 36 is selected, an availabilityvalue
may be calculated for the operational unit/spare unit combi-
nations 28 ofthe system. The results are displayed in a num-
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ber ofunit availability fields 40 corresponding to the opera-
tional unit/spare unit combinations 28 and the availability
value for the subsystem may be displayed in a subsystem
availability field 42 and a system availability field 44.
FIG. 5 shows one embodiment of a different mean time

between failure window 50 that may be displayed by the
display generator 16 on the user interface 14. The different
mean time between failure window 50may be used to calcu-
late an availability value ofa system 21 in which the reliabil-
itymetrics ofthe spareunits 23 may differ from the reliability
metrics ofthe operational units 22. For example, a spare unit
23 has fewer components than its respective operational unit
22.
Operational unit/spare unit combination rows 29 have a

number ofreliabilitymetric fields 52.Reliabilitymetric fields
52 may include a hot/cold spare field 5211, an operational
mean time between failure field 52b, a spare mean time
between failure field 520, an operational mean time to swap
field 52d, a spare mean time to swap field 52e, a shut down
time field 52], an operational mean time to fix field 52g, and
a spare mean time to fix field 52h.
The hot/cold spare field 5211 indicates whether the spare

unit 23 operates as a hot spare unit (“H”) or a cold spare unit
(“C”). The operational mean time between failure field 52b
and sparemean time between failure field 520 allow for entry
of different mean time between failure values. The opera-
tional mean time to swap field 52b and spare mean time to
swap field 520 allow for entry of different values. The shut
down time field 52findicates an expected amount ofelapsed
time that the system may be shut down in order to transition
the system back to its original configuration after all of the
operational units 22 have been repaired. The operational
mean time to fix field 52gand sparemean time to fix field 52h
allow for entry ofdifferent mean time to fix values.
An individual availability executionbutton 54 and a system

availability execution button 56 invoke the matrix generator
18 and availability calculator 20 to perform an availability
analysis in a manner similar to individual availability execu-
tion button 34 and system availability execution button 36 of
FIG. 4.
FIG. 6 is a flowchart showing one embodiment ofa series

ofactions that may be performed by the availability analysis
tool 10 to calculate an availability value for system 21. In act
100, the process is initiated. In act 102, the availability analy-
sis tool 10may receive one or more reliability metrics asso-
ciatedwith a number ofoperational units 22 configured in the
system 21. In one embodiment, the availability analysis tool
10may receivemean time between failure values, mean time
to swap values, mean time to fix values, serial/parallel repair-
man values, and/or hot/cold swap values for the operational
units 22 and its associated one or more spare units 23.
In act 104, the availability analysis tool 10may designate

the reliability metrics ofthe spareunits 23 as being similar to
ordifferent fromthereliabilitymetrics ofoperational units 22
associated with the spare units 23. Certain embodiments in
which the reliabilitymetrics are similarmay require relatively
fewer calculations and relatively faster results.
In act 106, the availability analysis tool 10may calculate an

availability value of the system 21 based on the reliability
metrics. In one embodiment, the availability analysis tool 10
may calculate an availability value using a Markov process.
The Markov process may include modeling the probable
states of the operational unit/spare unit combinations 28.
Matrix 68 is generated from these states.Matrix 68has values
representing the probabilities of transition between states.
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6
The availability calculator 20 may calculate an availability
value the system21 frommatrix 68 according to the formula:

X:r/(P—I+C)

where:
P is matrix 68
I is an identity matrix ofthe same size as the Pmatrix.
C is amatrixwith the same size asPmatrix that contains all
is in its first row.

r is a vector with the same size as X having 1 as its first
component and Os everywhere else.

X is a state vector representing the steady state solution.
The state vectorX is a vector that may include anumber of

operational andnon-operational states. StatevectorX is a one
dimensional vector having a number of elements. Each ele-
ment ofX comprises a probability value ofsystem 21 existing
in oneparticular state. The availability calculator 20may add
the numerical values of the operational states in order to
derive an availability value.
In one embodiment, the availability analysis tool 10 may

calculate a number ofavailability values for each operational
unit/spare unit combinations 28 configured in the system 21.
In this manner, users ofthe availability analysis tool 10may
be able to identify particular operational unit/spare unit com-
binations 28 that are affecting the overall availability value of
the system 21.
In act 108, the availability analysis tool 10may output the

availability value to the user interface 14. The previously
described series ofactions 102 through 108may be repeated
in order calculate availability values for other operational
unit/spare unit combinations 28 in the system 21.
An availability analysis tool 10 has been described that

may calculate an availability value for a system 21 having a
number of operational unit/spare unit combinations 28. The
availability analysis tool 10 may optionally be operable to
designate various reliability metrics of each spare unit 23 to
be similar to or different from the reliabilitymetrics ofopera-
tional units 22 associated with the spare units 22. Thus, the
availability analysis tool 10 may provide enhanced ease of
use by reducing the required user knowledge of the Markov
process, reducing the quantity of input parameters from the
user as well as reducing the elapsed time required by the
availability analysis tool 10 to provide meaningful results.
Modifications, additions, or omissions may be made to

availability analysis tool 10without departing from the scope
ofthe invention. The components ofavailability analysis tool
10may be integrated or separated. For example, the display
generator 16,matrix generator 18, and/or availability calcu-
lator 20 may be configured one or multiple computing sys-
tems 12.Moreover, the operationsofavailability analysis tool
10may be performed by more, fewer, or other components.
For example, the operations ofmatrix generator 18and avail-
ability calculator 20may be performed by one component, or
the operations ofmatrix generator 18 and availability calcu-
lator 20 may be performed by more than one component.
Additionally, operations of availability analysis tool 10 may
be performed using any suitable logic comprising software,
hardware, and/or other logic. As used in this document,
“each” refers to each member of a set or each member of a
subset ofa set.
Although this disclosure has been described in terms of

certain embodiments, alterations and permutations of the
embodiments will be apparent to those skilled in the art.
Accordingly, the above description ofthe embodiments does
not constrain this disclosure. Other changes, substitutions,
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and alterations are possible without departing from the spirit
and scope of this disclosure, as defined by the following
claims.
What is claimed is:
1. One or more non-transitory computer readable storage

media storing code for calculating an availability value for a
system having a plurality of operational units and unit com-
binations that, when executed by one or more processors
configures the processors to:
receive, from a user interface, one or more operational
reliability metrics for each operational unit in an opera-
tional state, the operational unit being selected from the
plurality of operational units of the system;

designate that one or more spare reliability metrics for at
least one spare unit associated with the operational unit
are similar to the one or more operational reliability
metrics suchthat the operational unit andthe at least one
spare unit comprise a combinational group ofunits, the
at least one spare unit comprises a first spare unit in a
cold standby state and a second spare unit in a hot
standby state;

express the one or more spare reliability metrics and the
operational reliability metrics as one ormore reliability
metrics for the combinational group;

calculate a plurality of transition values for the combina-
tional groupbased onthe oneormore reliabilitymetrics,
each of the plurality of transition values indicating a
corresponding probability of the combinational group
transitioning from a first state of the operational state,
the cold standby state, and the hot standby state to a
second state of the operational state, the cold standby
state, and the hot standby state, the calculating of the
plurality of transition values comprising calculating a
probability that the combinational group is to transition
from the cold standby state to the hot standby state, or
from the hot standby state to the cold standby state;

calculate an availability value for the system based on the
plurality oftransitionvalues, to calculate the availability
value comprising adding one or more transition values
of the plurality of transition values corresponding to
probabilities of the combinational group being in the
operational state, and refraining from adding other tran-
sition values corresponding to probabilities ofthe com-
bination group being in the cold standby state or the hot
standby state; and

output the availability value to the user interface.
2. The storage media of claim 1,wherein the code further

configures the processors to:
receive, from the user interface, one ormore second opera-
tional reliability metrics for the operational unit;

receive, from the user interface, one ormore second spare
reliability metrics for each ofthe at least one spare unit,
the one or more second spare reliability metrics being
different from the one or more second operational reli-
ability metrics; and

calculate the availability value for the system in accor-
dancewith the one ormore second operational reliabil-
ity metrics and the one ormore second spare reliability
metrics.

3. The storagemedia ofclaim 1,wherein at least one ofthe
one ormore operational reliability metrics comprises at least
onereliability value that is selected fromthe group consisting
of a mean time between failure value, mean time to swap
value, a mean time to fix value, a mean time to repair value,
and a serial/parallel repairman value.
4. The storage media of claim 1, wherein the availability

value is calculated according to a Markov process.
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8
5. The storage media of claim 1,wherein the code further

configures the processors to:
calculate an availability value for each of a plurality of
subsystems, each subsystem of the plurality of sub-
systems comprising one ormore operational units ofthe
plurality ofoperational units.

6. The storage media of claim 1,wherein the code further
configures to:
calculate an availability value for each operational unit of
the system.

7. A method for calculating an availability value for a
systemhaving aplurality ofoperational units and anumber of
operational unit combinations, the method comprising:
receiving, from a user interface, one or more operational
reliability metrics for each operational unit in an opera-
tional state, the operational unit being selected from the
plurality ofoperational units of the system;

designating that one ormore spare reliability metrics for at
least one spare unit associated with the operational unit
are similar to the one or more operational reliability
metrics such that the operational unit and the at least one
spare unit comprise a combinational group ofunits, the
at least one spare unit comprises a first spare unit in a
cold standby state and a second spare unit in a hot
standby state;

expressing the oneormore sparereliabilitymetrics and the
operational reliability metrics as one ormore reliability
metrics for the combinational group;

calculating, using at least one processor, a plurality of
transition values for the combinational group based on
the one ormore reliability metrics, each ofthe plurality
oftransition values indicating a corresponding possibil-
ity ofthe combinational group transitioning from a first
state ofthe operational state, the cold standby state, and
the hot standby state to a second state ofthe operational
state, the cold standby state, and the hot standby state,
the calculating ofthe plurality oftransition values com-
prising calculating a probability that the combinational
group is to transition from the cold standby state to the
hot standby state, or from the hot standby state to the
cold standby state;

calculatingan availabilityvalue for the systembased onthe
plurality of transition values, the calculating the avail-
ability value comprising adding one or more transition
values ofthe plurality oftransitionvalues corresponding
to probabilities of the combinational group being in the
operational state, and refraining from adding other tran-
sition values corresponding to probabilities ofthe com-
bination group being in the cold standby state or the hot
standby state; and

outputting the availability value to the user interface.
8. The method of claim 7, further comprising:
receiving, from the user interface, one or more second
operational reliability metrics for the operational unit;

receiving, from the user interface, one or more second
spare reliabilitymetrics for each ofthe at least one spare
unit, the one or more second spare reliability metrics
being different from the one ormore second operational
reliability metrics; and

calculating the availability value for the system in accor-
dance with the one ormore second operational reliabil-
ity metrics and the one or more second spare reliability
metrics.

9. Themethod ofclaim7,wherein at least one ofthe oneor
more operational reliability metrics comprises at least one
reliability value that is selected from the group consisting of
a mean time between failure value, mean time to swap value,
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a mean time to fix value, a mean time to repair value, and a
serial/parallel repairman value.
10. The method of claim 7, wherein the availability value

for the system is calculated according to a Markov process.
11. The method of claim 7, further comprising:
grouping the plurality of operational units into a plurality
of subsystems; and

calculating an availability value for each ofthe plurality of
subsystems.

12. The method of claim 7, further comprising:
calculating an availability value for each operational unit
ofthe system.

13.An apparatus for calculating an availability value for a
systemhaving anumber ofoperationalunits andaplurality of
operational unit combinations, the apparatus comprising:
a user interface; and
at least one processor to run an availability analysis tool,
the availability analysis tool coupledto the user interface
and operable to:
receive, from a user interface, one or more operational
reliability metrics for each operational unit in an
operational state, the operational unit being selected
from the plurality of operational units of the system;

designate that oneormore spare reliability metrics for at
least one spare unit associated with the operational
unit are similar to the one or more operational reli-
abilitymetrics suchthat the operational unit andthe at
least one spare unit comprise a combinational group
of units, the at least one spare unit comprises a first
spare unit in a cold standby state and a second spare
unit in a hot standby state;

express the one ormore spare reliability metrics and the
operational reliability metrics as oneormore reliabil-
ity metrics for the combinational group;

calculate a plurality of transition values for the combi-
national group based on the one or more reliability
metrics, eachofthe plurality oftransition values indi-
cating a corresponding possibility of the combina-
tional group transitioning from a first state of the
operational state, the cold standby state, and the hot
standby state to a second stateofthe operational state,
the cold standby state, and the hot standby state, the
calculating of the plurality of transition values com-
prising calculating a probability that the combina-
tional group is to transition from the cold standby
state to the hot standby state, or from the hot standby
state to the cold standby state;

calculate an availability value for the system based on
the plurality oftransitionvalues, to calculatethe avail-
ability value comprising adding one or more transi-
tion values of the plurality of transition values corre-
sponding to probabilities ofthe combinational group
being in the operational state, and refraining from
adding other transition values corresponding to prob-
abilities of the combination group being in the cold
standby state or the hot standby state; and

output the availability value to the user interface.
14. The apparatus of claim 13,wherein at least one of the

one ormore operational reliability metrics comprises at least
onereliability value that is selected fromthe group consisting
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of a mean time between failure value, mean time to swap
value, a mean time to fix value, a mean time to repair value,
and a serial/parallel repairman value.
15. The apparatus of claim 13, wherein the availability

analysis tool is configured to calculate the availability value
according to a Markov process.
16. The apparatus of claim 13, wherein the availability

analysis tool is configured to calculate an availability value
for each operational unit of the system.
17.An apparatus for calculating an availability value for a

systemhaving anumberofoperationalunits and aplurality of
operational unit combinations, the apparatus comprising:
a user interface; and
at least one processor to run an availability analysis tool,
the availability analysis tool configured to:
designate at least one spare unit for at least one opera-
tional unit in an operational state selected from the
plurality ofoperational units such that the at least one
operational unit and the at least one spare unit com-
prise a combinational group ofunits, the at least one
spareunit comprises afirst spareunit in a cold standby
state and a second spare unit in a hot standby state;

calculate a plurality of transition values for the combi-
national group, each ofthe plurality oftransition val-
ues indicating a corresponding possibility ofthe com-
binational group transitioning from a first state to a
second state, each ofthe first and second states being
selected from a group of states including the opera-
tional state, the cold standby state, andthe hot standby
state, the calculating ofthe plurality oftransition val-
ues comprising calculating aprobability that the com-
binational group is to transition from the cold standby
state to the hot standby state, or from the hot standby
state to the cold standby state;

calculate an availability value for the system using the
plurality of transition values, to calculate the avail-
ability value comprising adding one or more transi-
tion values of the plurality of transition values corre-
sponding to probabilities of the combinational group
being in the operational state, and refraining from
adding other transition values corresponding to prob-
abilities of the combination group being in the cold
standby state or the hot standby state; and

present the availability value to the user interface to
allow a user to be able to identify particular opera-
tional and spare unit combinations that are affecting
the system.

18. The method of claim 7, wherein the first spare unit is
configured to be powered offduring operation of the system
and to be manually switched over with a corresponding
operational unit that fails, and the second spare unit is con-
figured to be powered on during the operation of the system
andto be automatically switchedoverwith the corresponding
operational unit.
19. The method of claim 7, wherein the outputting of the

availability value to the user interface comprises allowing a
user to be ableto identify particular operational and spareunit
combinations that are affecting the system.
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